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Abstract

Haplotypes represent underlying polymorphisms more than single SNPs, and are considered as a more in-

formative format of data in association analysis. To model haplotypes, it requires high degrees of freedom,

which could decrease power and limit a model’s capacity to incorporate other complex effects such as in-

teractions. Even within haplotype blocks, high degrees of freedom are still a concern unless one chooses

to discard rare haplotypes. To increase the efficiency and power of haplotype analysis, we adapt the con-

cepts of cladistic analysis and propose a grouping algorithm to cluster rare haplotypes to the corresponding

ancestral haplotypes. The algorithm determines the cluster bases by preserving common haplotypes using

a criterion built on the Shannon information content. Each haplotype is then assigned to its appropriate

clusters probabilistically according to the cladistic relationship. Through this algorithm, we perform asso-

ciation analysis based on groups of haplotypes. Simulationresults indicate power increases for performing

tests on the haplotype clusters when compared to tests usingoriginal haplotypes or the truncated haplotype

distribution.
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Introduction

Association analysis is recognized as a tool with higher resolution and potentially greater power for identi-

fying the modest etiological effects of genes on traits. Theprospect of association analysis is now further

enhanced by the progress in human genome research, which includes the completion of the annotated human

genome sequence, the availability of high-density marker maps, and the development of haplotype maps.

These achievements advance the comprehension of inheritedpolymorphisms through the use of single nu-

cleotide polymorphisms (SNP). They offer assessment of sequence data on a denser grid and lead to better

understanding on natural genetic variants.

To take optimal advantage of such abundant marker information, evidences suggest that these underly-

ing genetic variants can be more thoroughly retained via jointly considering multimarker haplotypes than

separately considering one single marker at a time [The International HapMap Consortium, 2003]. Incor-

porating information from multiple adjacent markers, haplotypes preserve the joint linkage disequilibrium

(LD) structure and hence more directly reflect the true polymorphisms. Thereby haplotype analyses reduce

the noisy association signals due to irrelevant propertiesof a single marker to disease. They also allow

for detecting gene-disease association on the genome even without discerning the functional variants [The

International SNP Map Working Group, 2001].

Progress in understanding and accessing DNA polymorphismsraises substantial demands in method-

ological development. One direction is to maximize the efficiency and robustness of haplotype-based anal-

ysis under practical complications such as unknown phase and haplotype complexity [Zhao et al. 2003].

Here we focus on the complexity problem. Haplotype analysestend to require a fair number of parameters,

though much less than all possible realizations, to capturethe abundant varieties of haplotypes. The high

dimensionality of the parameter space reduces the power andefficiency of haplotype analysis; it also limits

the model capacity for incorporating other complex effectssuch as interactions.

Even with the potential existence of block structures, highdimensionality can still be a concern within
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block regions on the genome. By studying the haplotype diversity within blocks on chromosome 5q31,

Daly et al. [2001] showed that a small number of common haplotypes together accounted for the bulk of

the observed polymorphism, but the total number of distincthaplotypes in a block can be still large. For

example, though the four most common haplotypes of block 1 intheir Table 1 explained 96% of the varieties,

there are in total seventeen haplotype categories in the given block. Hence in order to take advantages of the

reduced haplotype dimension brought by block structure, one has to discard information contained in those

rare categories. Strategies such as haplotype tagging alsoaim at retaining only the majority of the haplotype

diversities [e.g., Johnson et al., 2001].

A variety of ideas have been considered for reducing the number of parameters without discarding

haplotype information. One direction is to look for excess haplotype sharing instead of comparing the

distribution of haplotypes [Van der Meulen and te Meerman, 1997; Bourgain et al., 2000, 2001, 2002;

Tzeng et al., 2003a, 2003b; Zhang et al., 2003]. Another direction is to group haplotypes and compare

haplotype distributions based on clusters of haplotypes [Li et al., 2001; Molitor et al., 2003; Seltman et al.,

2001, 2003; Durrant et al., 2004]. This paper concentrates on the clustering approach.

The basic idea of haplotype clustering is to define a distancemetric to evaluate the closeness among

haplotypes, and then assign those “close” haplotypes to thesame cluster. Haplotypes within a cluster are

assumed to induce similar effects on disease predisposition. Generally speaking there are two categories of

distance metrics for grouping haplotypes: metrics based onhaplotype similarity [Li et al., 2001; Molitor

et al., 2003; Durrant et al., 2004], and metrics based on evolutionary relationship of haplotypes [Seltman

et al., 2001, 2003]. Similarity metrics make use of the concept that haplotypes associated with disease

should share similar patterns around the location of disease mutation. Using a certain measure of haplotype

similarity, one can quantify the similarity level among haplotypes and group similar haplotypes to form a

cluster.

Evolutionary metrics, on the other hand, use the pattern of mutations to determine the distance among
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haplotypes. The rationale is that if a disease mutation occurred at some point in the evolutionary history

of the population, haplotype variants that arose around it since then would also display increased liability

to disease [Templeton et al., 1987]. Such evolutionary history of haplotypes can be summarized in an

unrooted haplotype tree called a cladogram. In a cladogram (e.g., Figure 1 (A)), a node represents a form

of haplotype, and a line connects haplotypes that differ by one step of mutation. In this article, we define a

one-step mutation as a difference in a SNP or a single step change in an STR marker. It is expected that some

portions of connected haplotypes would present disease effect while other portions would not. Hence based

on certain partitioning criteria, one can decompose a cladogram into several clades. Each of the clades forms

a cluster and consists of a haplotype only or a haplotype along with its corresponding few-step descendants.

For example, Templeton et al. [1987] partitioned the cladogram into a number ofk-step clades; Seltman et

al. [2003] defined a clade to include the linked nodes that exhibit the same disease risk.

In this study we adapt the concept of evolutionary-based clustering and propose an algorithm of cladistic

clustering. The method proposed here differs from the literature in some aspects. First, this algorithm does

not require a pre-constructed cladogram. Instead, it incorporates the information used to infer a cladogram

(e.g., haplotype frequencies) into the clustering process, and performs probabilistic cluster assignment. Sec-

ond, our partition criterion is set to preserve the common haplotypes (i.e., the major nodes) in a cladogram

and to group the rare haplotypes (i.e., the tips) into the clades where their corresponding ancestral nodes

live. We intend to retain the core components of the cladogram and incorporate rare haplotypes into the core

as opposed to have them discarded or lumped together. We group the rare haplotypes and their correspond-

ing ancestors together, and obtain a haplotype distribution that mimics the diversity before the rare noisy

variants arose. Our ultimate goal is to improve the efficiency and power of association analysis based on

haplotypes. In the later section, we evaluate the performance of association test based on the clustered hap-

lotypes through simulation studies. The results show increasing power for performing tests on the haplotype

clusters when compared to tests using the original haplotypes or the truncated haplotype distribution.
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Methods

Consider an ideal haplotype setH�s that contains fewer polymorphisms but possesses the essential infor-

mation for studying gene-trait association. From the idealH�s, events that are not directly related to the

evolving of disease mutations (e.g., recent marker mutation, gene conversion, genotyping error, and phase

missing or other missing data) produce extra varieties and lead to the observed haplotype diversityHs. For

the control population, we introduceH�n andHn by the same manner. Our goal is to reconstruct the ideal

diversityH�s andH�n, and study the gene-disease association based onH�s andH�n.

Clustering with Known Cladistic Relationship

To illustrate the algorithm, we drop the subscript of case and control, and start with a simplified working

example of known haplotype cladogram. In this example we consider 3-SNP haplotypes, and the haplotype

diversityH = f000; 001; 010; 100; 110; 101; 011; 111g with frequency� = f�000; �001; �010; �100; �110;�101; �011; �111g. Assume that the underlying evolutionary relationship of these haplotypes are as shown in

Figure 1 (A). Also assume that the majority of frequencies, say,>95%, are concentrated on the central nodes011, 001 and101; following from this we setH� = f011; 001; 101g. The rest of the low-frequency tips are

then allocated to the corresponding nearest ancestral haplotypes inH� (Figure 1 (B)), and we obtain three

clusters represented by011, 001 and101 (Figure 1 (C)). Within each cluster the frequencies are combined

and form��, the haplotype frequencies ofH�. That is,��> = [��011 ��001 ��101℄ = [�011 + �010 + �110; �001 + �000; �101 + �100 + �111℄ :
The above grouping process can be described via a general algorithm as follows. GivenH�, we partition

the listH into (a)H(0) = H�, the reserved category with lengthjH(0)j, (b) H(1) with length jH(1)j, the

one-step descents ofH(0), (c) H(2) with length jH(2)j, the two-step descents ofH(0), and so on. The

partition continues until we exhaust the entire space ofH. Analogously, the haplotype frequencies� is
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decomposed into�(0); �(1); : : : ; �(j) ; : : : ; �(J). In the above example,H(0) � H� = f001; 011; 101g,H(1) = f000; 010; 111; 100g andH(2) = f110g.
Starting withj = J , we group each element ofH(j) to its one-step ancestor inH(j�1) and combine the

frequencies. The grouping rule is specified in ajH(j)j � jH(j�1)j allocating matrixB(j), and then the one-

step grouping process is the matrix operation�(j)>B(j). Each row ofB(j) describes to whom and how a

certain haplotype ofH(j) is allocated amongH(j�1). With known cladogram, the evolutionary relationship

among haplotypes is available; hence each element ofB(j) is an indicator function showing which haplotype

in H(j�1) is the closest ancestor of a given haplotype inH(j). For example, with the knowledge of Figure 1

(A) we have

000 010 100 111B(2) = 110 [ 0 1 0 0 ℄; B(1) = 011 001 101000010100111
26666666666664

0 1 01 0 00 0 10 0 1
37777777777775 :

In general, elements ofB(j) describe the probability of being assigned to a certainH(j�1) haplotype; they

can take any value between0 and1 as long as each row ofB(j) sums up to1.

A convenient property of the one-step allocating matrixB(j) is that the product ofB(j)’s,B(j)B(j�1) � � �B(k),
records the clustering assignment fromH(j) to H(k). For example, to find out which cluster that haplotype

110 is eventually assigned to, we calculateB(2)B(1); it equals
011 001 101110 [ 1 0 0 ℄ , indicating that 110

is assigned to the cluster of 011. Following from this result, we can express the overall grouping algorithm

as ��> = �(0)> +�(1)>B(1) +�(2)>B(2)B(1) + � � � +�(J)>B(J)B(J�1) � � �B(2)B(1)
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= " �(0)> �(1)> �(2)> � � � #26666666666664
IjH�j�jH�jB(1)B(2)B(1)

...

37777777777775� �>B � g(�)
One advantage of having�� = g(�) is that the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) of�� is simplyg(�̂) if �̂ is the MLE of�, by the invariance property of MLE [e.g., Casella and Berger, 2001]. Thus for a

fixedH�, the algorithm gives us the same estimate of�� as if we directly maximize the likelihood of��.
Though over-simplified, this example summarizes the basic framework of the cladistic clustering: givenH�, sequentially group the rare haplotypes to their corresponding one-step ancestors until we obtain��.

With known haplotype genealogies, we set the major interiornodes of a cladogram asH�, and perform

deterministic cluster assignment according to the cladistic relationship. With unknown genealogies, we will

useprobabilistic clustering instead, and the details are discussed in the next section.

Clustering with Unknown Cladistic Relationship

When we do not know how haplotype variants arose in the history and how they are related, from data we

can only build a haplotype network. To obtain a cladogram from the network, extra information is needed

to determine which haplotypes should occupy internal (or tip) nodes and how loops in the network should

be broken. When constructing a cladogram from empirical data, Crandall and Templeton [1993] pointed

out that haplotype frequency in the sample helps in derivingthe topological position of a given haplotype

in a cladogram. They showed that a common haplotype indicates an older age of the haplotype; it has a

higher probability of producing mutational derivatives and hence tends to be more centrally located. On the

other hand, a rare haplotype refers to a younger evolutionary event and occupies preferentially the tips of

the cladogram. This knowledge suggests to incorporate frequency information into the clustering algorithm
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besides the evolutionary distance. Frequencies are used todetermine the major nodes (the cluster bases),

and are also used to conduct probabilistic cluster assignments to cope with the loop problem.

Determine the Cluster Base H�
Following Crandall and Templeton [1993], we determine the space ofH� by preserving common haplo-

types. From the evolutionary point of view, common haplotypes approximate the major nodes of a clado-

gram and reflect more of the history than the tip nodes. From a statistical point of view, the collection

of non-sparse components reveals the majority of information of a multinomial distribution. To determineH�, intuitive cut points can be set to retain high-frequency haplotypes [Tzeng et al., 2003b], or to remove

extremely rare haplotypes [Greenwood and Nikulin, 1996], depending on the utility (or loss) function. A

low dimensionalH� that consists of high-frequency components can increase the test efficiency, but can

risk overly smoothing out the detail/local information. AnH� that keeps most of the variants, on the other

hand, can still lead to power loss in detecting the difference between two distributions [Fan, 1996]. To reach

an optimal balance between information and dimension, we introduce an information criterion based on the

Shannon information content to set the cut point. We aim at finding the set that contains maximal amount

of information under parsimony from a serial sets of truncated diversities.

Assume for a set of haplotypesH = fh1; h2; � � �g, each categoryhi containsNhi haplotypes and has

frequency�hi . The Shannon information content of a single haplotypehi [Shannon, 1948] is defined aslog2 1�hi :
The information content is inversely proportional to the frequency because observing a rare type is more

informative than observing a common one. The base 2 is used here simply because we would like the

information to be measured in binary units (bits). From thisdefinition, the information of the entirehi
category is�hi log2 1�hi ; and the overall information is the sum over all categories,

Pi �hi log2 1�hi : This

quantity is also known as entropy.
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To define the penalty function for dimensionality, letH(`) � fh(1); � � � ; h(`)g be the collection of the` most frequent haplotypes inH. We set the penalty function aslog2 `Nh(`) , where the numeratorlog2 ` is the

number of bits needed to describe the outcome [see MacKay, 2003], and it is divided by the sample size ofh(`) to reflect the marginal cost for including theh(`) category. So for each truncated haplotype setH(`),` = 1; 2; : : : ; jHj, we calculate the net informationI �H(`)� � X̀i=1 �h(i) log2 1�h(i) � log2 `Nh(`) :
The optimal dimensionjH�j is the` such that maximizes the net informationI �H(`)�, andH� is thenH(`).

One property of the net information is that it accommodates the increase of sample size but is not

dominated by it. Figure 2 illustrates how the net information changes as sample size increases. The upper

row shows bar plots of the sorted haplotype frequencies, andthe lower row displays the net information

contained in each truncated distributionH(`), ` = 1; 2; : : : ; 10. Most of the time we see a concave curve

with the peak indicating thèto be the optimal number of dimension. Column (A), (B) and (C)are from the

same distribution, but with increasing sample size, from 200, 400 to 1000. One sees that a similar concave

pattern exists in all three information graphs, but the suggested dimension gradually increases as the sample

size increases. In column (D) it shows that for a uniform distribution, all categories have to be preserved, as

the net information monotonically increases with`.
Construct the Allocating Matrix B
As introduced previously, we constructB by constructingB(1), B(2), � � � ; B(j); � � � ; B(J). When the

underlying cladistic relationship is unknown, we use probabilistic allocation to replace the deterministic

allocation, as illustrated in Figure 1 (D). The main focus here is then to determine the allocating probabilities.

We treat the allocation as such that eachH(j�1) haplotype competes to be the ancestor ofhk, hk 2 H(j),
according to two criteria. The first criterion is the age of the ancestor: the more ancient a haplotype is, the

more credit it earns to be the underlying ancestor. The second is the distance between the ancestor and the
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descendant: the fewer steps a haplotype takes to generate the descendant, the more likely it is the underlying

ancestor. In our algorithm, we use haplotype frequency as anindicator of the haplotype age; we consider

a pre-specific parameter� to describe the tendency of making one step movement. From these settings we

have the(k; u) entry of matrixB(j) taken by the form ofbk;u = �S(hk;hu) �hujH(j�1)jPv=1 �S(hk;hv)�hv (1)

in whichS(hk; hu) is the number of steps needed to connect an ancestor haplotypehu to a descent haplotypehk. The denominator serves as a normalizing constant so that each row ofB(j) sums up to1.

In equation (1)� is present in both the numerator and the denominator; it is then cancelled out for

thosehu’s that are one-step different fromhk becauseS(hk; hu) � 1 by design. So indeed� describes the

probability of another step of movement given that one movement has occurred. A straightforward choice

of � is to set this conditional probability to0, meaning we group a descendant only to its one-step ancestors

in a one-step allocating process. An example illustrating the construction ofB can be found in Appendix.

Simulation Study

We use simulations to evaluate the performance of association tests based on the clustered haplotype fre-

quencies. We simulated SNP haplotypes using a modified Hudson’s [2002] MS program [Wall and Prichard,

2003]. This program generates data under coalescent model where the recombination rate varies across the

SNP sequence. The scaled recombination rate,� = 4NeÆ=bp, was set to range from4e-3 to 8e-3 for the

recombination cold spots, with the effective population sizeNe being1e4. In the hot spots,� was set to

be 45 times greater than the rate in the cold spots. The recombination parameters are chosen to mimic the

LD patterns of the 2 genes in the SeattleSNP database, IL10RBand SELP. The scaled mutation rate for the

entire region,4Ne�=bp, was set to be5:6e-4. The rate is chosen to produce the number of common SNPs

(per kb) in the European American sample from the SeattleSNPdatabase.
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With these parameters and using the program, we generated 100 SNP sequences for each gene. The

rare SNPs were then discarded so that the minor allele frequencies are greater than0:05. Next we examined

these sequences using an entropy-based blocking algorithm[Rinaldo et al., 2004] to identify blocky regions

and recombination hot spots, and using this knowledge we selected a SNP as the liability locus. Liability

alleles were selected according to allele frequencyp (p = 0:1, 0:3, or 0:5) and position (blocky regions or

hot spot). We defined a haplotype as a segment of six adjacent SNPs where the third SNP is the liability

locus.

To mimic a complex disease of a single liability allele with moderate effect, we generate samples of

cases and controls from the following setting. Letfi be the penetrance function, which is defined as the

probability of being affected given possessingi copies of liability alleles (i = 0; 1; 2). We fixed the ratio off1=f0, denoted asr, to be 2, and set the prevalenceK = 0:01. Considered an additive genetic model, and

given relative ratior, prevalenceK and the liability allele frequencyp, we havef0 = K=(1 � 2p + 2pr),f1 = rf0 andf2 = 2rf0 � f0. Then two samples were drawn from the 100 6-SNP haplotypes and paired to

form an individual. An individual was assigned to be a case with probabilityfi if he/she possessedi copies

of liability alleles at the liability locus. This process repeated until we obtainedN cases andN controls. In

the study we consideredN = 100 andN = 200.

Results

Figure 3 shows absolute correlation matrices of SNPs of boththe real gene data (upper panel, (A) and (B))

and of some examples of simulated SNP sequences used in this study (lower panel, (C) and (D)). The light

regions indicate high correlations between the SNPs, whilethe darker regions indicate lower correlations.

These plots show that the correlation patterns of real SNP are reproduced in the simulated data. As indicated

in the correlation plots, the real data are quite blocky, which allow us to examine the grouping idea in a worse

case scenario.
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We generated 36 sets of case-control samples, using a full combinatorial design based on the following

variables: 2 types of genes (IL10RB vs. SELP), 3 types of locations for the liability allele (hot spot, moderate

blocky, vs. very blocky), 3 levels of allele frequencies (0.1, 0.3, vs. 0.5), and 2 choices of sample size

(N=100 vs.N=200). Examples of the haplotype distribution from moderate blocky regions are shown in

Figure 4 upper panel. The number of haplotypes for the simulated case-control samples ranges from 5 to 9

for very blocky regions, 9 to 12 for moderate blocks, and 10 to16 for hot spots. For each data set, we pooled

the case and control samples, calculated the net information using the pooled frequencies and determinedH�. Given theH�, we applied the grouping algorithm on cases and on controls and obtained�̂�s and�̂�n.

Figure 4 (C) and (D) show the grouped version of the original distributions from (A) and (B) respectively.

Overall, the haplotype dimension after clustering ranges from 4 to 7 for very blocky regions, 5 to 8 for

moderate blocky, and 5 to 13 for hot spots.

To study the performance of detecting liability alleles based on the grouped haplotypes, we conducted

three association tests for each of the haplotype samples: one uses the original haplotype distribution (�),

one uses the grouped haplotype distribution (��), and another uses the truncated haplotype distribution

(���) where the rare haplotypes are discarded instead of being re-grouped. The gene-trait association is

evaluated via the Peason’s�2 statistics. Note that truncated��� and the grouped�� have the same dimen-

sion hence the same degree of freedom. The type I error and power are obtained via 1000 simulations.

Type I error is as displayed in Table 1. Although the grouped tests and the truncated tests tend to have

the type I error slightly larger than the original tests, thesize of these tests are near the nominal level 0.05.

The power is shown in Table 2. Under each setting the maximal power is highlighted by bold phase. One

sees that the largest increases in power occur most frequently in the grouped method. Power and type I error

are similar across the two genes we studied.

The power improvement is more obvious forN =100 than forN =200, and for ’hot spot’ and ’moderate

blocky’ than for ’very blocky’. That is, when the original data have smaller sample size and larger dimension,
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the group method works the best. However, when the sample size doubles (from 200 haplotypes to 400

haplotypes), or when the number of dimensions decreases (from 9�16 for ’hot spots/moderate blocky’

to 5�9 for ’very blocky’), the improvements, while still there, are not as significant. For very blocky

regions, the dimension is small to begin with, hence it is within our expectation that the power should

remain approximately the same under this scenario; the focal point is to make sure that there is no power

loss for using the grouped approach in this case. The truncated and grouped methods have much closer

power levels even though the grouped method often has the upper hand. We conjecture this was caused by

only insignificant percentages of rare haplotypes being discarded in those circumstances.

Discussion

Haplotype-based analyses encounter a trade-off between informativeness and degrees of freedom. One

possible solution is to focus the analyses on clusters of homogeneous haplotypes within which haplotypes

share similar liability to complex traits. In this study we propose a grouping algorithm to reconstruct a

lower dimensional distribution (��) from the original distribution of haplotypes (�). The algorithm de-

fines homogeneity via cladistic distance and makes probabilistic cluster assignments. The main features of

the clustering approach are that it incorporates both the closeness and the frequencies of haplotypes when

grouping haplotypes, and its clustering bases is set to retain the major haplotypes. Through simulations we

show that performing tests on the groups of haplotypes obtained by the algorithm can provide extra power

even for blockily structured sequences.

The grouping algorithm uses the cladistic relationship built upon one-step mutations. During each of

the one-step regrouping process, a parameter� is incorporated to govern the tendency of having one more

step of change given a mutation has occurred. In our simulation we set� = 0, indicating that only one step

of difference is allowed to connect the nodes in a cladogram.In other words, we assume the generation

of haplotype diversity mainly due to mutation and other diversifying forces are negligible. In general a
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non-zero� can be helpful to model other sources of diversity such as recombination, gene conversion or

genotyping errors. Though one can assign the value of� according to expert opinions, it is our future work

to explore the idea of treating� as an unknown parameter and estimating it from empirical data.

The focus of the paper is to study the behavior of testing using the grouped distribution��, hence

simulations presented in this paper was done using haplotype data. However, extension to genotype data

can be implemented by using standard algorithms such as PHASE [Stephens et al., 2001], Haplotyper [Niu

et al., 2002] and EM to first obtain̂�, and then calculatê�� = g(�̂) � �̂>B̂. From these estimates one can

calculate test statistics and evaluate significance using permutations. Indeed this proposed algorithm can be

viewed as a generalization of the genotype pruning procedure introduced in Tzeng et al. [2003b], where the

original one-step algorithm is now extended tok step via sequential one-step grouping.

When implementing the grouping algorithm, it occurs quite often that some intermediate stageH(j�1)
is not observable in the data. That is, a haplotype of a certain stepH(j) does not possess an ancestor in

the observedH(j�1) haplotypes. In this situation we might haveH(j) andH(j�k), k > 1. With missing

intermediate nodes, ideally one should consider all possible routes that connectH(j) to H(j�k), and obtain

the allocating matrixB(j)’s accordingly. For SNP data there is a more effective way to reduce the compu-

tation. Due to the fix number of possible outcomes at each loci(i.e., two for SNPs), the frequencies of any

descendant nodes should be re-distributed evenly to the corresponding ancestral nodes if the ancestral nodes

all have the same frequencies. When the ancestral nodes havedifferent frequencies, it can be shown that the

redistribution should be done according to the proportion of the ancestral frequencies. Therefore one can

skip the calculation that involves the missing generation,and redistribute the descendant frequency directly

to the nearest ancestors.
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Appendix

In the working example, assume we haveH� = f001; 011; 101g. ThenH(0) � H� = f001; 011; 101g; H(1) =f000; 010; 111; 100g; H(2) = f110g: Matrix B> = h I j B(1) j B(2)B(1) i, whereB(2) is a1 � 4 matrix,

andB(1) is a4� 3 matrix. Let = �2�000 + ��010 + ��100 + ��111. Then

B(2) = 000 010 100 111110 " �2�000= ��010= ��100= �111= #=� cancelled out

" ��000��000+�010+�100+�111 �010��000+�010+�100+�111 �100��000+�010+�100+�111 �111��000+�010+�100+�111 #
=

if �=0 " 0 �010�010+�100+�111 �100�010+�100+�111 �111�010+�100+�111 #
B(1) = 011 001 101000010111100

26666666666664
��011�011+��001+��101 �001�011+��001+��101 ��101�011+��001+��101�011��011+�001+��101 ��001��011+�001+��101 ��101��011+�001+��101�011��011+�001+�101 ��001��011+�001+�101 �101��011+�001+�101��011��011+��001+�101 ��001��011+��001+�101 �101��011+��001+�101

37777777777775
=

if �=0 011 001 101000010111100
26666666666664

0 1 01 0 0�011�011+�101 0 �101�011+�1010 0 1
37777777777775
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. (A) Hypothetical cladogram of haplotypes. (B) Assuming haplotypes 011, 001 and 101 are

the cluster bases, the rest of the haplotypes are assigned totheir closest cluster base. (C) The resulting

clusters of haplotypes from (B). (D) Assuming the same cluster bases with unknown cladistic relationship,

a probabilistic clustering pathway is considered as opposeto the deterministic clustering pathway in (B).

Figure 2. Upper row: the bar plots of sorted haplotype frequencies. Lower row: truncated dimensions vs.

net information. The horizontal lines in the bar plots labelthe categories to be retained when the maximal

amount of net information is achieved. Columns (A), (B), and(C) share the same haplotype distribution but

with different sample sizes: (A) 200 haplotypes, (B) 400 haplotypes, and (C)1000 haplotypes. Panel (D)

shows how the net information changes under uniform distribution.

Figure 3. The matrix plots present the absolute values of the correlation coefficients between pairwise SNPs

in a gene. (A) the real sequences of gene IL10RB, (B) the real sequences of gene SELP, (C) the simulated

sequences of gene IL10RB, and (D) the simulated sequences ofgene SELP. The real sequences were from

individuals of European descent in the SeattleSNP database.

Figure 4. Examples of haplotype distributions of cases and controlsunder the ’moderate blocky’ setting.

(A) original distribution of case haplotypes, and (B) original distribution of control haplotypes; categories

with frequencies less than the horizontal will be regrouped. (C) and (D) present the grouped haplotype

distributions for cases and controls respectively.
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Gene IL10RB Gene SELP

Type I Error N =100 N =200 N =100 N =200

Original Grouped Truncated Original Grouped Truncated Original Grouped Truncated Original Grouped Truncated

hot spotp = 0:1 0.046 0.055 0.045 0.036 0.048 0.040 0.044 0.051 0.055 0.066 0.060 0.056p = 0:3 0.042 0.047 0.041 0.046 0.042 0.038 0.042 0.047 0.040 0.036 0.054 0.046p = 0:5 0.043 0.046 0.042 0.040 0.056 0.050 0.031 0.051 0.042 0.048 0.062 0.052

moderate blockyp = 0:1 0.046 0.059 0.050 0.046 0.052 0.052 0.049 0.057 0.050 0.044 0.054 0.046p = 0:3 0.056 0.061 0.054 0.048 0.060 0.060 0.047 0.048 0.050 0.058 0.060 0.050p = 0:5 0.037 0.055 0.050 0.048 0.066 0.062 0.046 0.054 0.054 0.028 0.050 0.048

very blockyp = 0:1 0.048 0.055 0.050 0.060 0.056 0.058 0.048 0.048 0.044 0.040 0.034 0.034p = 0:3 0.035 0.036 0.035 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.032 0.032 0.032 0.046 0.046 0.046p = 0:5 0.052 0.059 0.056 0.044 0.048 0.048 0.038 0.035 0.040 0.040 0.042 0.038

Table 1: Type I error of the association test based on Peason’s�2 test at 5% significance level. In each setting, there are2N case haplotypes and2N

control haplotypes.
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Gene IL10RB Gene SELP

Power N =100 N =200 N =100 N =200

Original Grouped Truncated Original Grouped Truncated Original Grouped Truncated Original Grouped Truncated

hot spotp = 0:1 0.268 0.376 0.317 0.564 0.604 0.568 0.296 0.388 0.386 0.648 0.704 0.692p = 0:3 0.352 0.464 0.408 0.784 0.792 0.792 0.342 0.372 0.352 0.676 0.692 0.688p = 0:5 0.314 0.408 0.396 0.704 0.728 0.728 0.282 0.396 0.365 0.644 0.672 0.649

moderate blockyp = 0:1 0.256 0.304 0.295 0.544 0.552 0.560 0.302 0.390 0.340 0.604 0.660 0.616p = 0:3 0.406 0.464 0.450 0.752 0.780 0.764 0.366 0.440 0.416 0.752 0.812 0.812p = 0:5 0.398 0.514 0.484 0.768 0.836 0.820 0.302 0.400 0.358 0.628 0.728 0.716

very blockyp = 0:1 0.998 0.998 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.374 0.400 0.392 0.716 0.740 0.736p = 0:3 0.494 0.516 0.516 0.852 0.852 0.852 0.518 0.530 0.534 0.836 0.836 0.836p = 0:5 0.490 0.506 0.508 0.832 0.836 0.832 0.406 0.480 0.474 0.740 0.804 0.780

Table 2: Power of the association test based on Peason’s�2 test at 5% significance level. In each setting, there are2N case haplotypes and2N control

haplotypes.
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